
BUSINESS WRITING APPENDIX

A formal business letter is preferred when presenting information to a professor, a superior, or when the communication
will be seen by many. See appendix A.

Skipping Should Be an Option As difficult as this last scenario may be to contemplate, the possibility
definitely exists. In addition, your business plan can serve several different functions, and each require a
different set of documentation. The care and thoroughness you put into your backup documents will be a big
clue to your readers about your general approach to business, and could help sway opinion one way or the
other. All information within the appendix should be supplementary. Consider Business Appendix Examples
When an appendix is thoughtfully and creatively presented, it can be the most entertaining part of a business
plan, exactly as Lady Mary had suggested. The reader may also be guided by his interests or motivations â€”
and will make his decision accordingly. The appendix makes the rest of the plan easier to read, without taking
a detour for credentials and corroboration. Then again, small-business owners wrote business plans during her
lifetime, and her oft-repeated phrase captures almost perfectly the bounty of information that can be found at
the very end of what is usually a lengthy document. The appendix of a business plan is the place to include
any additional documents that you want to use to give your reader a feel for your product, marketing, services
and so on. An Appendix in a Business Plan Affords Choices Emphasize the best accomplishments and most
notable achievements of your management team in this section of your business plan. In this instance, the
appendix could end up being the very first thing he reads. If your appendices use information from an outside
source, cite it parenthetically within the text of the appendix and include the reference in the main references
list for the paper do not create a separate references list. Of course, you do not have to include an appendix in
your business plan. The first appendix referred to in the paper would be named Appendix A The second
appendix referred to in the paper would be named Appendix B If you have more than 26 appendices, start the
alphabet over with AA, BB, CC, and so on. Keep it short. A confidentiality statement is a good way to remind
people that the content you are sharing should not be distributed or discussed beyond the agreed parties.
Example: In addition to the limitations of email, Cummings et al. Consider your options, which depend on the
content in your business plan: Building permits. Stop reading the plan temporarily so he can jump to the
pertinent page in the appendix. That way, you can update items as necessary. Toggle action bar. Content
should always be your guide, just as surely as you should include copies rather than original documents in the
appendix. The reader should be able to skip the appendix without encountering any gaps in understanding.
Rarely used How to format an appendix: You may have more than one appendix aka appendices Each
appendix should deal with a separate topic Each appendix must be referred to by name Appendix A, Appendix
B, Appendix C, etc. It does take a lot of time and effort to research and write a solid plan, but it will come
back to you in spades. If the appendix contains a lot of material, you can also consider using tabs to break it
up, which will make it even easier to locate things. As the business plan creator â€” The most important thing
to remember â€” is that you fulfill your role to the best of your ability: You must present a thoughtful,
comprehensive business plan that anticipates and addresses the reader's questions. These documents are
crucial, but they make up the very last section of a business plan for good reason: Tucking them into the actual
business plan could distract your readers from the primary points you're trying to make in the body of your
report. Was this article helpful? Each of these would require different documentation, and in many cases, you
might not want to share some of the information with everyone. Then, at some point early in this section, you
can place a parenthetical reference to the inclusion of their resumes. If the answer is no, you may need to do
some rethinking. For example, an attorney may actively read the appendix to scour patent and trademark
information. If your appendices include tables or figures, treat them as they would be treated in the main text.
The reader can decide for himself whether to: Keep reading the business plan, uninterrupted. Each appendix
must be labeled with a letter A, B, C, etc. Again, not everything might need to be shown to everyone who
reads your plan, but here is a full list of items you might want to prepare for your appendix: Credit histories
for both the business and its owners Business and personal tax returns Resumes of the owners and key
management Photos of your products or their prototypes Samples of marketing materials, logos, and mockup
ads Reference letters from business associates and community leaders Details of your market research studies
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Information about your competitors Press clippings about you and the business Any relevant news articles on
your product or industry Legal documents such as your incorporation papers, shareholder certificates, etc.
Your plan can serve as a roadmap for your internal planning purposes only, it can be a recruitment tool for
employees or investors, or it can support a request for funding from a financial institution. Having an appendix
allows you to insert and remove items depending on who will be reading your plan. If you do share
confidential information within the business plan appendix, you will also want to keep track of who has access
to it. You may want to consider having your readers sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement, or NDA, to help
protect the confidentiality of your information. A lender may not find this information as compelling as a
business' credit history. Be sure to also include relevant information in the appendix of your business plan.
What goes in the appendix of a business plan? For the Body, Stick to Your Business Plan While you're not
obligated to include an appendix in your business plan, it's difficult to imagine a plan without one.


